THE SPORT FOR ALL: Introduction

• This proposal wants to accomplish the CSIT President’s request to me.

• Through this proposal is possible to match the philosophy of sport for all and necessity to get a better knowledge on the Communities’ needs on health and social issues.

• The proposal is a general one, in order to ask for the institution of a Commission composed of representatives of Members’ Unions so to define in details the possible actions.

Bruno Molea
THE DEFINITION OF “SPORT FOR ALL”

The social and cultural purpose of the sport for all are specified and developed as basis of the European model of sport, to whom 5 functions are addressed:

- Educative function;
- Public health function;
- Social function;
- Cultural function;
- Recreational function;
FIRST STEP: THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ON “SPORT FOR ALL”

The concrete institution of a permanent observatory on the sport for all, which has the objective to design system actions into the following ambits:

• To study and to monitor through rates, indicators, standards, the development of the sport for all
• To study the critical factors
• To coordinate through a “control room” (a management room) the interventions
• To conduct a census of the already carried out good practices of sport for all
• To favor the development of the facilities needed for the development of the sport for all, that should be flexible, oriented to “do” (and not only to “watch”) and integrated with all daily life places (according to a recovery program of old facilities, also regarding the security matters).
FIRST STEP: THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ON “SPORT FOR ALL”

The concrete institution of a permanent observatory on the sport for all, which has the objective to design system actions into the following ambits:

• To improve the integration between the physical education subject and the environment education subject at school; and to favor the carrying out of all projects addressed to the protection of environment as occasions for a quality daily life.

• To consider the environment impact according to a global vision between sustainable development and sports activities organization. The diffusion of a network of sports tourism should be a contribute to the sustainable development of territories.

• To design regulations on the matter of the organization of sport according to a ethic dimension, as a worry perceived by people after the financial scandals and doping scandals.
FIRST STEP: THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ON “SPORT FOR ALL”

The concrete institution of a permanent observatory on the sport for all, which has the **objective** to design system actions into the following ambits:

• To carry out initiatives and publications that can observe the sports phenomenon in the national and regional context in order to improve the value of the educational culture of sport for all.

• *To evaluate the impact on the relationship between ageing people and the sport: need of amusements, physical and psychological wellbeing, psychomotor needs linked to sports and recreational activities.*

• *In a context of ageing the objective of the Observatory is to detect the characteristics of the demand of sports activity and the relationship between this and the need of the body and the free time.*
FIRST STEP: THE INTERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ON “SPORT FOR ALL”

The concrete institution of a permanent observatory on the sport for all, which has the objective to design system actions into the following ambits:

- *The theme of youngsters and sport is not a secondary relevance theme. The objective is to get a knowledge on how youngsters use their own free time compared with sport; which reasons and motivations they use to do less sport or to abandon it. It means to get a knowledge about the young generation and the relationship with the sports practices*

- *To coordinate actions to the European and the International dimension, composed of all networks of associations and organizations and Olympics committees.*

- *To publish a “vademecum” (guide lines) for all technicians who organize sports events, as a reference point for the European policies for sport and environment, security matters and the health promotion.*
Thank you!